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September 29, 1966

Mr. Ray Chester
College Church of Christ
712 East Race Avenue
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
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Dear Ray:
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Thank you for an excellent statement of the rationale for
our first is ue of Mission. My only suggest.tons: rela,t e to
the addition of two sentences immediately following sentence
two in the present rationale. I would ,suggest that between
sentences two and thre in the pres
rationale, we insert
these two sentences: '

We must ,t · r:.,1, · ·· r:w Testament meaning of full
surrender to_Jesus ·~s savior and Lord, rather
than intellectttat and superficial observance of
a few steps. We must see the lmplleattons of
being a totolly committed disciple of Christ in
the realm of ethical judgments, moral decisions,
religious activities, and in all public and private
living.
I would fear that the rationale might not be understood as
well without the addition of those two sentenoes or some
simUer tatement: however this ts open to the judgment of
the entire boerd of editors, Thank you for the ·e fforts you
obviously have expended in. m1ting a very powerful introduction
to the task of writing the arttole for this first 1 su ..
Fraternally,

John Allen Chalk
JAC:lot

cc: Walter Burch
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Searcy, Arkansas

RAY F . CHESTER , MINISTER
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September 19, 19 66

Mr. John Allen Chalk
HERALD OF TRUTH
Box 2439
Abilene, Tex.as
Dear John Allen,
At our Memphis meeting Walter Burch asked me to
expand the rationale for the first issue on "Discipleship. 11 I have not changed the rationale but
have drawn up a general statement that might be used
in assigning the articles. I suggest that you note
whatever changes you would like to seemade in this
statanent as well as any changes y ou would prefer
in the rationale itself. The time is at hand for
making the assignments.
Sincerely,
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